FASHION

How to CARE FOR...
These pro tricks and product recs will
help you keep your new fall buys looking great!

LEATHER &
SUEDE

VELVET &
EMBELLISHMENTS

CASHMERE
&WOOL

SILK

PROTECTIT:

PRO TECT IT:

PROTECT IT:

PROTECT IT:

Pretreat leather and
suede clothing and
accessories with a water

Store velvet and
embellished clothing in a
cool, dry and dark place to
prevent moisture
absorption and
fading. Use

Avoid hanging these
pieces to help them
keep their shape.
Instead, fold them in a
drawer.

Prevent wrinkles on silk
pieces by giving them
enough space in your
closet. If your clothes
are packed too close
together, wrinkles can
easily set in. Cloth
covered hangers also
help, says Jacob.

and stain-resistant
spray to help prevent
damage, says Mel
Jacob, owner of Cameo
Cleaners in N.Y.e. Avoid
storing these kinds of
clothes in plastic dry
cleaning bags;
instead, keep
them in
individual
garment bags
so they have
some room to
breathe.
pieces to a dry cleaner to
be professionally cleaned
at least twice a year (or
more often, depending
on how frequently you
wear them).

pieces to a professional
dry cleaner. Delicate
fabrics can be easily
damaged if they're not
handled carefully.

CLEAN IT: Launder
these items after every
couple of wears: They
may not look dirty to
the naked eye, but
invisible stains can
attract moths,
says Jacob.
Follow the
item's care
label to see
if it can be
handwashed
at home. If
it can, use a gentle
detergent and make
sure to lay the piece
flat on a towel to dry:
These fabrics may
shrink in the dryer.

KEY PRODUCT:
Meltonian Water & Stain
Protector, $5.99 for 5.5 fl. oz.;
shoecaresupplies.com

KEYPRODUCT:
Container Store Huggable
Hangers. $9.99 for 10;
containerstore.com

KEY PRODUCT:
Woolite Everyday Detergent.
$13.29 for 100 fl. oz.;
target.com

CLEAN IT: Take these

cloth-or
velvet
covered
hangers;
they won't
leave impressions on
your clothing , says Jacob.
Garment bags can help
prevent mold, says Justin
Klosky, organizational
expert and founder of
o.e.D. Experience, an
organization service.
CLEAN I T: Leave these

CLEAN IT:

Wash on a gentle cycle
or hand wash with cold
water. Keep a stain
remover pen handy for
a quick fix on smaller
stains. Avoid ironing or
pressing silk garments
since they can be fragile
under heat. Instead,
try hanging them in
a steamy shower to
release wrinkles.
,
KEY PRODUCT:

Tide To Go
Instant Stain
Remover
pen.
$2.99: at
drugstores

Make Your Accessories Last!
BAGS: At the end of each season,

SHOES: A shoe-repair shop can

bring the bags you wore most often to
a professional for cleaning and repair,
says Tiffany Ullian, fashion
director at Bagborroworsteal
.com. Store them in dust
bags when not in use.
Don't hang your
bag by its straps
you can warp the
handles, says Klosky.

add rubber soles for comfort
and protection. Consider
upgrading the tip of the heel
after wear and tear too,
says Mike Morelli, owner
of Brooks Shoe Service
in Chicago.
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JEWELRY: To protect both your

accessories and clothing, make sure
jewelry is the last thing you put on

and the first thing you take off. Avoid
applying perfume or lotion directly
underneath your accessories-it can dull
them. Store jewelry in a dry place
with multiple compartments
so pieces don't scratch
or snag each other,
says Amanda Gizzi,
spokeswoman for
Jewelry Information
Center.
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